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Gbets is a subsidiary of the Goldrush Gambling Group, one of South Africa's largest and most
reputable gaming enterprises. They are authorized by the Western Cape Gambling and Racing
Board to operate both retail betting shops and online.

Special Offers and Promotions

New players may get an R30 free bonus on Betgames and Live Games till May 2021. This free
registration offer has recently been modified, and new players now receive R25 free sports bet
sign-up incentive. While the earlier offer allowed newcomers to test out games, Gbets received
a few complaints about the terms and conditions. As a result, we can understand why they
chose to replace it with fantastic sports betting sign-up bonus.

The free signup bonus is followed by a hefty R1000 first deposit Match Special that can also be
utilized on Betgames and Live GAmes.

Pros

Site minimalism with easy navigation across all devices.
Feature of Live In-Play Multiview.
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Experienced bettors will appreciate the simple access to statistics, forthcoming events,
the results center, and other betting information provided by the Android App.
Promotions that are consistent and diverse.

Cons

The extensive sports category, which includes all current and planned events, might be
daunting.
Bonuses have somewhat greater playthrough requirements.
There is no iOS App Desktop version that falls short of the mobile experience.

Esports

Counter-Strike: Global Offensive, DOTA 2, League of Legends, StarCraft 2, King of Glory, and
Valorant are all present. Gbets covers all championships from the United States, Europe, Asia,
and the rest of the world, and there is never a shortage of activities to follow and bet on.

Live Betting and Streaming

Although there is a "with video" badge in the site's LIVE section, we have yet to witness any live-
streamed matches. But that's great since Gbets has done an excellent job with their live betting
capability, which is a joy to use on a desktop. The event's presentation is effective and
appropriate.

There are several virtual or simulated betting markets available at any given moment; you'd
think you'd get weary of them, but we didn't. There were almost 2000 events available to wager
on at times. That's a lot of work!

Instant Lotto and Lucky Numbers

You may choose from all of your favorite fortunate number drawings. There are daily draws from
South Africa, the United States, Canada, France, Greece, the United Kingdom, and many more
nations.

Contact & Help

Contact us at support@gbets.co.za.

Phone number: 08612 Gbets (42387)

WhatsApp: 066 305 1345 Live Chat feature on site.

Final Thoughts on Gbets

Overall, we believe Gbets is a fantastic site to play at. With over 40 retail stores in South Africa,
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Lesotho, and Mozambique, as well as a fully legal online sports betting service, your playtime is
in good hands. Gbets is more than simply an online betting site. They are involved in their
communities, assisting with programs such as sports development and poverty eradication.
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